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Introduction
⚫Submission of a journal paper is an exciting/daunting 

experience

Rejected –> Depressed!
But everyone will experience it!

Accepted –> Far 
more exciting



What to Publish?
⚫Type of paper

⚫Review paper (6000-12000 words)
⚫Short communication/View point/Technical 

note/Letter (1000 – 3500 words)
⚫Full length research article (6000-9000 words)

⚫Most common



What is a Review Paper?
⚫Many definitions
⚫“Compilation of existing research studies, which are

compiled, critically evaluated and synthesised under
one common theme”.

⚫Not just a compilation of sources!
⚫Review paper (6000-12000words)





⚫Benefit (Alias, 2010)
⚫Provides a general/deep understanding about a topic
⚫ Identify gap
⚫Create new approach that stimulates new research



Source: Amin & Mabe, Medicina 2003;63:347-354

High
citation

More
readers

Create 
impact



⚫Type of review paper (Mayer, 2009)
⚫ Systematic review

⚫ Findings from various individual studies are analyzed statistically by 
strict procedures. Meta-Analyses are used to pool the results of 
individual studies.

⚫ Statusquo review
⚫ Presentation of the most current research fora given topic or field of 

research.
⚫History review

⚫ Development of a field of research over time.
⚫ Theory/model review

⚫ Introduction of a new theory or model in a specific field of research.



Source: (Che Sidek, 2011)

Target



Literature review (re-visit)
⚫Literature review - main 

component of a review  
paper
⚫ Tips – it is not possible 

to read all published 
work

⚫Be selective and tailor 
your search according to  
the topic

⚫Filter & sorting the 
irrelevant (Alias, 2010)



⚫For each ‘selected’ paper
⚫Take note
⚫Summarise key findings
⚫Extract critical facts/arguments
⚫Examine evidence
⚫Understand interpretation

⚫ Tips: Summarise the paper in 1 sentence 
Summarise the paper in 1 paragraph



Another CPC design studied by Mammo et al. [37] known as the 
crossed compound parabolic concentrator (CCPC) generated 3 
times more maximum power than the one generated by a non-
concentrating system

(Applied Energy 2015; 154: 221–231)

Mammo et al. [42] constructed a reflective 3D crossed compound 
parabolic concentrator (CCPC)-based photovoltaic module. A 
CCPC is formed by intersecting two extrusions of linear 
symmetrical CPC orthogonally. With a geometrical concentration 
gain of 3.61, a half-acceptance angle of 30, a total height of 1.616 
cm and a square 1 cm by 1 cm exit aperture, this design is capable 
of generating a maximum electrical power concentration of 3  
when compared to similar type of non-concentrating module.
This concentrator has a CAP of 0.95.

(Applied Energy 2014; 136: 363–372)



⚫You should
⚫Not only list the work
⚫ Identify and critic
⚫Make sure to include the experts’ work in your field
⚫Highlight similarities/differences, strengths/weaknesses
⚫Understand the topic

⚫ Then -> Form a new idea/perspective that meet your 
objective



⚫Sources:
⚫Major databases e.g. Sciencedirect, Elsevier, IEEE 

Xplore, AIP etc
⚫Library
⚫Commercial organisations for reports

⚫Tips to manage sources– use bibliographic software 
(EndNote, Mendeley, RefWorks)



How to Publish?
1. Before submission
2. After submission
3. After review process - Revise
4. Accepted/Rejected



1. Before submission
⚫ Type of paper

⚫ Review paper (6000-12000 words)

⚫ Certain journal only accept review paper by invitation.
Contact the Editor first.



⚫ For invitation, you need to submit a CV and a cover 
letter. You should include (Alias, 2010)

⚫ Rationale of why you want to write
⚫ Explain how you handle the subject
⚫ Describe why you are qualified to write
⚫ Estimate the length of the paper
⚫ Estimate the duration of completion



⚫Structure
⚫ Title
⚫Author(s)
⚫Abstract
⚫Keywords
⚫ Introduction
⚫Main body
⚫ Conclusions
⚫Acknowledgements (if any)
⚫ Reference
⚫Appendix (if any)



⚫Title
⚫Normally 15 word, but can be more.
⚫Catchy – attract readers
⚫Brief (short & sharp) phrase describing/ref lecting the  

contents of the paper.
⚫Concise and informative.
⚫Avoid abbreviations, prepositions and formulae where

possible



⚫Authors
⚫Arrangementof author
⚫Affiliations
⚫ Corresponding author?**

⚫ (Suggestions) Let the co-author who already have an ISI to be
the corresponding author for the first paper. This is because, a 
reviewer will have access to SCOPUS and see the list of publication of
the corresponding author. If the corresponding author already has a 
good record of publishing, the chances of acceptance is even higher.



⚫Abstract
⚫The abstract should be short and precise
⚫About 200-400 words (check journal’s limit)
⚫Selling point of the paper.
⚫ It is the summary of the paper

⚫ What you did and significant results.
⚫ No figure, table and reference in abstract.
⚫ Objective & implication maybe included.
⚫ Gap / Future work





Abstract
Public Private Partnerships (PPPs) have been used as a viable tool to accelerate 
infrastructural development in many countries. In recent years, the repercussions 
of climate change have heightened the need to adopt cleaner energy sources such as 
solar. Ghana has attempted investments in solar energy for obvious advantages such 
as ensuring energy security, cost advantage and expansion of rural electrification. 
PPPs have been adopted in various sectors of Ghana’s economy including transport, 
construction, education, energy and health but the extent of success is arguable. 
This paper throws light on the history, current state, the challenges and prospects 
of the solar sector in Ghana. Issues such as accountability and transparency, 
tensions due to land litigation, politicization of PPPs and poor bargaining abilities 
due to low knowledge of PPP agreements are established in this paper as 
hindrances to PPPs in Ghana. Indeed, Ghana has a huge prospect for solar energy 
and if PPPs are treated as a ‘Game’ of fairness or with the ‘Parito Optimality’ notion 
rather than with an ‘altruistic incline’, investor confidence may potentially rise. It is 
also recommended that, the current national policy on PPP under Ghana’s Ministry 
of Finance and Economic Planning (MOFEP) must be enhanced and implemented 
fully in order to boost investor confidence in the solar sector.





Abstract:
This review aims to consolidate scattered literature on thermally sprayed 
coatings with nonionizing electromagnetic (EM) wave absorption and 
shielding over specific wavelengths potentially useful in diverse applications 
(e.g., microwave to millimeter wave, solar selective, photocatalytic, 
interference shielding, thermal barrier-heat/emissivity). Materials EM 
properties such as electric permittivity, magnetic permeability, electrical 
conductivity, and dielectric loss are critical due to which a material can 
respond to absorbed, reflected, transmitted, or may excite surface 
electromagnetic waves at frequencies typical of electromagnetic radiations. 
Thermal spraying is a standard industrial practice used for depositing 
coatings where the sprayed layer is formed by successive impact of fully or 
partially molten droplets/particles of a material exposed to high or 
moderate temperatures and velocities. However, as an emerging novel 
application of an existing thermal spray techniques, some special 
considerations are warranted for targeted development involving relevant 
characterization. Key potential research areas of development relating to 
material selection and coating fabrication strategies and their impact on 
existing practices in the field are identified. The study shows a research gap 
in the feedstock materials design and doping, and their complex selection 
covered by thermally sprayed coatings that can be critical to advancing 
applications exploiting their electromagnetic properties.



⚫Keywords:
⚫The keywords should ref lect the subject matter of the  

manuscript in the same way the title of the manuscript 
should.

⚫Most of the keywords may already be present in the Title
⚫The number of keywords should not be more than five
⚫Use only established abbreviations (i.e. DNA)



⚫Introduction
1. General statements about a field of research.
2. Outline of your review paper
3. Write very specific statements giving the  

purpose/objectives/justification of your review work



⚫Main body
⚫The most important section
⚫Present critical analysis of the literature
⚫Highlight any limitations of the results/techniques
⚫Avoid any errors of logic and facts
⚫Sufficient number of Figures and Tables with good 

quality
⚫No need to put ALL results



International Journal of Heat and Mass Transfer 2008; 51 (19-20): 4958-4965



NREL, 2016



Renewable & Sustainable Energy Reviews 2016; 56: 29-37



Renewable & Sustainable Energy Reviews 2016; 56: 29-37



Technological Forecasting & Social Change 2015; 92: 168-181



⚫Conclusions
⚫Summarise the structure of the paper.
⚫Highlight the important findings of the work
⚫Reinforce the originality of the work presented.
⚫ Should be consistent with the objectives



⚫Acknowledgement
⚫Financial funding
⚫People who contribute to produce the data/paper but 

not in the author’s list



⚫Reference
⚫Follow the guideline – Harvard, IEEE etc
⚫Make sure it is the most up-to-date (last 10 years)
⚫Sufficient

⚫ Review paper (70-200)
⚫ Short Communication/Viewpoint/Technical Note (5-20)
⚫ Full research paper (15-40)



⚫Cover letter
⚫Title and author(s) of paper
⚫Type of submission (full length article/ technical note)
⚫Fact that paper is new and not being submitted 

elsewhere
⚫Why the paper is important
⚫Some possible reviewers (some journal request that)



To the Editor of Energy Policy
Submissionof a Journal Paper

I would like to thank you for accepting our recent paper for publication in Energy Policy journal, Financial Analysis on the Proposed 
Renewable Heat Incentive for Residential Houses in the United Kingdom: A Case Study on the Solar Thermal System".

I, on behalf of the authors, am attaching herewith another paper entitled "Progressof Feed-in Tariff inMalaysia: AYearAfter". 
This paper evaluates the impact of feed-in tariff (FiT) on the renewable energy penetration after a year of the FiT implementation. 
Part of this paper has been presented in Sustainable Future Energy Conference in Brunei from 21-23 November 2012.

The contributions of the paper include:
⚫ History of FiT in Malaysia
⚫ Overview of FiT (how to apply, quota, and projection)
⚫ Progress after implementation (installation, impact on economy, awareness activity)
⚫ Issues on the e-FiT system

Please accept it as a candidate for publication in the journal “Energy Policy”.

I assure you that this article is our original unpublished work and has not been submitted to any other journal for reviews. I enclosed 
my recent publications together with this letter.

I hope to hear from you soon. 

Thank you.

Yours sincerely,
Firdaus Muhammad-Sukki



2. After submission
⚫Check status of the paper (Submitted, With Editor, 

Under review, Required review completed, Decision in 
Progress, Accepted/Revise/Rejected)

⚫Continuous doa/prayer
⚫Contact the Editor/Journal Manager (via email, chat 

room) if the status of With Editor takes longer than 1 
month.

⚫Waiting time (3 weeks to 3 years)





3. After review process – Revise (1 month*)
⚫Address point by point (Maybe 1, maybe 30)
⚫Highlight the changes
⚫Explain the reason not to agree with the reviewer
⚫Resubmit with new cover letter
⚫Note: You can still add more info, change authorship etc.



Revised Sample 1

Reviewers comment
In the introduction, luminescent, CPC, and DTIRC systems are covered correctly.

However, in order to complete this type of systems review, some recent
references concerning holographic concentrators would be interesting.

Author’s response
Weadd a paragraph concerning the holographic concentrator (see Pg. 4, para. 3).

“Chemisana et al. [15] on the other hand investigated a holographic solar 
concentrator for the BIPV application. This concentrator is capable of 
diffracting light in the spectral bandwidth to which the cell presents the highest 
sensitivity - allowing the PV cell to be protected from overheating [15]. It is 
reported that the holographic concentrator managed to increase the efficiency 
of the PV cell by 3% [15].”



Revised Sample 2

Reviewers comment
In my opinion, the research is deep enough without 

including the economical analysis, which could distract the 
reader from the aim of presenting a novel building 
integrated PV system.

Author’s response
We have removed the economical analysis as advised by the 

reviewer.



4. Accepted
⚫ Instructions to submit ‘Transfer of Authorship’ (3-5 

days)
⚫Submission of Figures if needed*
⚫Uncorrected proof (Arrive after 2 weeks)– Minor 

amendment (must be submitted within 48 hours)
⚫Note: No major changes could be done.
⚫Publish time (2 weeks)







4. Rejected
⚫Revise according to reviewers’ comments and submit to 

the same journal
⚫Revise according to reviewers’ comments and submit to

different journal
⚫Submit the same paper to different journal (lower  

impact factor/lower tier)



⚫Reasons for rejection (Hassan, 2010)
⚫Local issues with insufficient interest for an  

international audience
⚫The discussion was badly argued (major mistakes)
⚫The entire paper is badly structured.
⚫The conclusion was wrong
⚫Lack of history on the topic (no proper literature review)
⚫Too few references
⚫The paper was good, but just not good enough
⚫Reviewers do not understand your paper



Conclusions
⚫Writing is a continuous process
⚫Write one step at a time
⚫Learn to summarise other people’s work
⚫Learn to be selective in choosing information
⚫You determine your own success
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